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 first day

  

Orientation

 

 Session 1 Stages of Marriage - John Williams

 Session 2 Key to a Strong Marriage - Crescentia DeGoede

 Session 3 Doing Something Different  - John Williams

 Session 4 Talking Safely - Crescentia DeGoede

 Session 5 Sex, Health & Happiness, Part 1 - Christoph & Lena Yasutake

 Session 6 Sex, Health & Happiness, Part 2 - Lena & Christoph Yasutake
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second day

 Session 7 Marriage Inspiration - John Williams

Breakout Sessions, Part 11 

   1. Romance in Real Life - Lena & Christoph Yasutake

   2. The Pursuer-Withdrawer Dance - John Williams

   3. Talking about Touchy Topics - Crescentia & Leighton DeGoede 

   4. Love Currency - Richard & Mari Curry

 

Breakout Sessions, Part 2

   1. Art of Kissing - Christoph & Lena Yasutake

   2. The Pursuer-Withdrawer Dance - John Williams

   3. Talking about Touchy Topics - Crescentia & Leighton DeGoede

   4. A Recipe for Happiness - Sunmarie & Seung kook Burns

   

 Closing Session 

Date Night: Now is the time to do something uniquely special as a couple

 

1      Please select one to do as a couple for this session, however, you can do the other options at a 

later time
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About The Blessed Marriage Project

Welcome! We are so excited that you are joining us for this Energize! Couples Retreat. Here is a brief 

history about how these  retreats came to be. The Blessed Marriage Project (BMP) a project of High 

Noon is an independently funded, grassroots 501(c)(3) organization created by Blessed Couples for 

Blessed Couples. 

The primary offering of the BMP is the Energize! Couples Retreat. These retreats give Blessed Couples 

a chance to experience God’s love through a refreshing opportunity to bond and enjoy time with 

each other and connect with other Blessed Couples, while learning useful information and tools to 

enhance their marriage.

To anchor the benefits of the retreat  in couples’ lives, the BMP encourages follow-up with a local 

small group experience like The Marriage Course, ongoing education services  and supportive 

events and resources that promote long-term growth in marital harmony.

The BMP was conceived in 2013 by three couples representing 1st and 2nd  Generation   

Unificationists, and formally launched the following year, with David and Mitsue Wolfenberger 

generously contributing $100,000 to offer affordable retreats. 

The original programming was organized and led by two professional marriage educators, John R. 

Williams and Josie Hauer, and was facilitated by three young couples who would learn to take over 

leadership - Richard and Mari Curry, Leighton and Crescentia DeGoede, and Christoph and Lena 

Yasutake. Kate Pugnoli and Michael Giampaoli served as administrative support. 

Since its inception, the BMP has hosted many Energize! Couples Retreats across the Nation, serving 

hundreds of couples, with the hope of supporting couples in their marriage to create happy and 

radiant blessed marriages. 
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In 2015, the BMP began responding to a major threat to marital oneness revealed during the 

couples retreats—internet pornography.  It launched PureMind.online (soon to be HighNoon.org), a 

website offering resources and forums for individuals and loved ones in our Unification community 

dealing with pornography issues. The following year, the Wolfenbergers began shifting their funding 

more fully into fighting this threat, and the High Noon initiative was born. High Noon seeks to 

create a culture of sexual integrity, joy, openness and true sexual intimacy by providing sustainable 

pornography recovery and sexual integrity training services based on Unification Principles. 

High Noon Couples, Blessed Marriage Project is a collaborative organization, that loves working with 

others to help support marriages and to provide marriage enrichment. It actively works with the 

National Blessed Family Ministry as well as local communities. 

Each couple that participates in an Energize! Couples Retreat adds something special to the retreat 

experience for everyone. Thanks for being here! Hope the retreat leaves you feeling refreshed, 

recharged, reconnected and of course, energized! 
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Meet the energize! team

Leighton and Crescentia DeGoede have been Blessed in married since October 

2010, and have three children. Crescentia is currently serving as the District Pastor of 

district 3 and local pastor of the Clifton Family Church. Previously Crescentia was the 

Director of the National Blessing and Family Ministry of FFWPU for six years. Both Leighton 

and Crescentia currently serve as Matching Supporters. Prioritizing their marriage, while 

juggling children, work, and community service has been an exciting challenge. But they 

continue to find that the more they invest in their marriage, the more they have to give 

in all areas of their lives. They love giving other couples the opportunity to infuse their 

marriages with love deposits through marriage enrichment programs.

Christoph & Lena Yasutake have been Blessed in marriage since April 2002 and 

have three teenagers. They are both equally passionate about marriage education 

and helping blessed couples create happy and healthy families. The Energize! Retreats 

are one of their favorite ways to share this passion. They served in the Young Couples 

ministry for six years and are frequent guest speakers at Blessing Workshops.

Richard & Mari Curry   have been Blessed in married since December 2005 and have 

four children. They love working together as a team and are passionate about caring for 

others, especially in the realm of marriage development. After Mari received her Masters 

of Divinity from Cheongshim Theological Seminary, she and Richard served as co-pastors 

in Florida. Since then, they moved to New Jersey and over the years have happily served 

in a variety of ministry roles from music to education. All the while, working together to 

serve the Blessed Marriage Project and now High Noon Couples. They were a part of the 

founding team in 2013 and have been a part of it ever since. They currently serve as the 

directors of Highnoon Couples. They love the Energize! Retreats because they help realize 

True Parent’s desire for healthy couples and reminds us of Heavenly Parent’s love and 

hope for us all!
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Meet the energize! team

John Williams is a licensed Mental Health Counselor, with a Masters in Marriage and 

Family Counseling from Liberty University and a Masters in Religious Education from the 

Seminary. He helped design the Blessing and Family Ministry’s marriage workshops. In his 

work for the Blessed Marriage Project and High Noon, he seeks to not only raise up a new 

generation of relationship educators, but to also help make marriage education and sexual 

integrity education a normal part of our church culture at every stage of life. John and his 

wife Cathy have been together for over 35 years. They live in Everett, Washington, and have a 

married daughter.  

Kate Pugnoli serves as the Community Liaison. She has a Masters of 

Religious Education from the Unification Theological Seminary where she took 

a keen interest in counseling courses. The mother of two sons, now Blessed, 

she is happily married to Simon Herbert. Her hope in working with the Blessed 

Marriage Project is to connect with communities across the country in order to 

make the Energize! Couples Retreat available to as many couples as possible.
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Contact information

BMP Contact Information

couples@highnoon.org

Richard & Mari Curry  

Mari: mari@highnoon.org  

Richard: richardmcurry@gmail.com 

Christoph & Lena Yasutake  

Christoph: chris.bamboo@gmail.com  

Lena: lryasutake@yahoo.com. 

Leighton & Crescentia DeGeode  

Crescentia: cdegoede@unification.org  

Leighton: leightonpd@gmail.com 

John R. Williams  

jwilliams.bmp@gmail.com

Kate Pugnoli  

katepugnoli.bmp@gmail.com
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“At the place where a true 
man, a true woman and God 
unite completely, based on 

true love, we can find the key 
to resolving all our problems, 

including our view of life, view 
of the universe, and view of 
God. God’s true love invests 
and invests again, gives and 

gives again, and forgets 
having given.”

Hak Ja Han Moon
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introduction: conversation starters

Energizer! Activity

Opening up and being vulnerable generates closeness. A recent study explored

how intimacy between two strangers can be heightened by having them ask

each other a specific series of personal questions. The following 36 questions

from the study are divided up into three sets, with each set intended to expose

more vulnerability than the previous one.

Set I

1. Given the choice of anyone in the world, whom would you want as a  

dinner guest?

2. Would you like to be famous? In what way?

3. Before making a telephone call, do you ever rehearse what you are going to 

say? Why?

4. What would constitute a “perfect” day for you?

5. When did you last sing to yourself? To someone else?

6. If you were able to live to the age of 90 and retain either the mind or body of a 

30-year-old for the last 60 years of your life, which would you want?

7. Do you have a secret hunch about how you will die?

8. Name three things you and your partner appear to have in common.

9. For what in your life do you feel most grateful?

10. If you could change anything about the way you were raised, what would it be?

11. Take four minutes and tell your partner your life story in as much detail as 

possible.

12. If you could wake up tomorrow having gained any one quality or ability, what 

would it be?
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Set II

13. If a crystal ball could tell you the truth about yourself, your life, the future or 

anything else, what would you want to know?

14. Is there something that you’ve dreamed of doing for a long time? Why 

haven’t you done it?

15. What is the greatest accomplishment of your life?

16. What do you value most in a friendship?

17. What is your most treasured memory?

18. What is your most terrible memory?

19. If you knew that in one year you would die suddenly, would you change 

anything about the way you are now living? Why?

20. What does friendship mean to you?

21. What roles do love and affection play in your life?

22. Alternate sharing something you consider a positive characteristic of your 

partner. Share a total of five items.

23. How close and warm is your family? Do you feel your childhood was happier 

than most other people’s?

24. How do you feel about your relationship with your mother
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Set III

25. Make three true “we” statements each. For instance, “We are both in this  

room feeling ... “

26. Complete this sentence: “I wish I had someone with whom I could share ... “

27. If you were going to become a close friend with your partner, please share 

what would be important for him or her to know.

28. Tell your partner what you like about them; be very honest this time, saying 

things that you might not say to someone you’ve just met.

29. Share with your partner an embarrassing moment in your life.

30. When did you last cry in front of another person? By yourself?

31. Tell your partner something that you like about them already.

32. What, if anything, is too serious to be joked about?

33. If you were to die this evening with no opportunity to communicate with 

anyone, what would you most regret not having told someone? Why haven’t 

you told them yet?

34. Your house, containing everything you own, catches fire. After saving your 

loved ones and pets, you have time to safely make a final dash to save any one 

item. What would it be? Why?

35. Of all the people in your family, whose death would you find most disturbing? 

Why?

36. Share a personal problem and ask your partner’s advice on how he or she 

might handle it. Also, ask your partner to reflect back to you how you seem to 

be feeling about the problem you have chosen.
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GOAL SETTING

Energizer! Activity

To gain the most from this program, it is best to set a few clear goals for yourself 

and for your relationship.

The best way is to make them small, specific and express them as positives: “I want 

to learn to express myself calmly and constructively when we disagree” rather than 

“I want to stop getting so angry.”

The hopes I have for my couple are:
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“Real love is caring about 
the happiness of another 
person without any thought 
about what we might get 

for ourselves... 
 Marriage is a commitment 
we make to stay with our 
partners while we learn to 
unconditionally love them.”

Greg Baer 
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Session 1: Stages of Marriage
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wisdom for the Journey I

Energizer! Activity 

What advice would you give for couples in the Newlywed stage?  

If you have passed this stage, what do you wish you had understood back then? 

Write this out individually or together and share it with your tablemates.  
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wisdom for the Journey II

Energizer! Activity 

What advice would you give for couples in the After the Honeymoon stage?  

If you have passed this stage, what do you wish you had understood back then? 

Write this out individually or together and share it with your tablemates.
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wisdom for the Journey III 

Energizer! Activity 

What advice would you give for couples in the Children & Career stage?  

If you have passed this stage, what do you wish you had understood back then?

Write this out individually or together and share it with your tablemates. 
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wisdom for the journey IV

Energizer! Activity

What advice would you give for couples in the Crisis stage?  

If you have passed this stage, what do you wish you had understood back then?

Write this out individually or together and share it with your tablemates..
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wisdom for the journey V

Energizer! Activity 

What advice would you give for couples in the Empty Nest stage? 

If you have passed this stage, what do you wish you had understood back then?

Write this out individually or together and share it with your tablemates.
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“Marriage is not 
about being in 
love. It is about 

the agreement to 
love one another. 

But if we are 
loving enough to 
one another, that 
magic may catch 

fire again.”
Frank Pittman  
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Raising my rating

Energizer! Activity

Individually, complete the following sentences:

1. On a scale of 1 to 10, how would you rate yourself as a spouse?

2. What would you have to do to raise your rating by one point? Try to be 

specific about the behaviors you would have to do.

3. Choose one of those actions to try over the next 3 days or more.  

Use the Loving Action Experiments pages 94-95 for this and all ideas you get 

this weekend.
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Session 2: Key to a Strong Marriage
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Just Us Time

Energizer! Activity

Discuss how you might regularly make more time to be only with each other, in an 

interactive activity, not passive like watching television. Any activity in which you 

remain aware of each other as persons and as a team is the goal—yardwork, doing a 

crossword, exercising, playing a game, cooking together.

There is no talk of children, money or other problems, and maybe not much talk at 

all. Start with periods of 15 minutes or so.
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Connection Talk

Energizer! Activity

Think about how you both might set aside an uninterrupted 15 minute daily check in 

with each other, if you are not doing this already.

It could be a simple ritual when reuniting in the evening, with coffee or while going 

for a walk. Or a lunchtime phone call from work.

Discuss this with each other.
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OUR Purposeful Partnership

Energizer! Activity

Answer this question individually and then discuss it together.

At this stage of marriage, how do you want your couple to live for the sake of others?

Consider such things as

• Raising children or grandchildren; mentoring youth

• Caring for relatives

• Maintaining a business

• Helping with a charity or cause

• Reversing bad family patterns

• Assisting God’s providence

• Serving your faith community

• Helping at school and in the community
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“When you change, the 
relationship must change!”

Michelle Wiener Davis
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Session 3: Doing Something Different
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Finding My Part

Energizer! Activity

Do this individually.

1. List three complaints about your spouse on the left side below.

2. On the right, write all your own reactions and responses to their shortcomings.

3. Consider if your reactions are helpful or unhelpful. Are any making things 

worse?

Choose one of your reactions to change, as an experiment.
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Tug of War

Energize! Tool

Do this individually.

1. Return to your Finding My Part list. Look over y our reactions to yourspouse’s 

unwanted behaviors.

2. Again, ask yourself, Is it possible any of my reactions are making things 

worse? Could my reaction be pushing my mate to take an extreme position 

they might not even want to take?

3. If so, consider how you could experiment with “dropping the rope”—reducing 

your reactions and maybe even moving towards their position a little. Write it 

down here or on your Loving Action Experiments page.
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Moving Towards their Position

Energize! Tool

Do this by yourself.

Consider the problem you are having with your mate. 

1. What are you doing that does not work?

2. Just as a crazy experiment, what would it look like if you started moving 

closer to where they stand on this issue?

3. Consider trying this just as an experiment. (Don’t worry—it will not make 

things worse. Your mate already knows clearly your view of the matter.) Write 

it on your Loving Experiment page at the back of this booklet.

4. Try it at least a few times. Then observe carefully if there is any improvement  

at all.
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no negativity

Energizer! Activity

Individually, do this:

1. This weekend, notice how often you make negative comments or body 

language to your mate.

2. Try stopping all critical or demanding comments. Keep telling yourself, “My 

marriage is more important than saying this.”

3. Observe carefully what happens to you, your spouse, and to your relationship.  

4. Try it for one week after this weekend.

Adapted from Susan Page, Why Talking Is Not Enough: 8 Loving Actions That Will Transform Your  
Marriage, pg. 49  
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letter to my mate

Energizer! Activity 

Write out the following to your spouse:

• “Three qualities I have learned to appreciate about you.”                                                                

(Give one or two specific examples of each one.)

• “How our differences have helped me grow as a person .”

Share this letter with each other now or decide on a time very soon.
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“The first duty of  
   love is to listen.”  

Paul Tillich  
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top topics

Energizer! Activity

Individually identify topics that you both talk about effectively and those that are at 

the “top” on your list for further discussion. Then compare lists. (Plan to have a safe 

Power Dialogue about the top topics for each of you.)

   No problem        Big problem  

Affection   1  2  3  4  5

Children   1  2  3  4  5

Chores                 1  2  3  4  5

Communication  1  2  3  4  5

Church   1  2  3  4  5

Decision-making  1  2  3  4  5

Friends   1  2  3  4  5

Health, illness                1  2  3  4  5

In-laws, Relatives  1  2  3  4  5

Money                 1  2  3  4  5

Personal Habits  1  2  3  4  5

Priorities   1  2  3  4  5

Recreation   1  2  3  4  5

Sex    1  2  3  4  5

Work    1  2  3  4  5

_________   1  2  3  4  5
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Session 4: Talking Safely
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Adapted from Howard J. Markman, Scott M. Stanley and Susan L. Blumberg, Fighting for Your Marriage:  
Positive Steps for Preventing Divorce and Preserving a Lasting Love  

Time out

Energizer! Activity

Agree upon a “Time Out” or “Pause” word or gesture you will use to signal each 

other to stop before a conflict gets destructive.

Also, discuss the following rules:

1. Either of you can call it, and the other will stop.

2. Break for at least 20 minutes.

3. Or postpone the discussion, and the one calling the Time Out can propose a 

time to resume, within the next 24 hours or so.
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Active Listening

Energize! Tool

Take turns doing this.

1. Decide who will be the Listener first. 

The Speaker is identified by holding an object.

2. The Speaker shares a memory that the Listener has not heard. 

3. The Listener reflects it back, summarizing both facts and feelings. 

Do not give your own views; seek to make the Speaker feel understood.

4. Keep your positions until the Speaker is done; then switch roles and do this 

again. Avoid any normal conversation until the end.
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Power Dialogue

Energize! Tool

Have only one topic for this session, chosen by the first Speaker.

Rules for both:

1. Decide who will be the Speaker first. (Maybe use a pen or other object to 

represent having the “floor.”)

2. The Speaker shares their point while the Listener practices Active Listening.

3. The Speaker keeps the “floor” and speaks until they feel their point is 

understood. 

4. Then you switch roles and the Listener becomes the Speaker, responding to 

the topic and what the Speaker said.

Rules for the Speaker: 

1. Speak for yourself and use “I” statements. (No “mind-reading.”) 

2. Keep statements brief. Pause to let the Listener give the meaning back. 

3. Gently correct any misunderstanding. Affirm the Listener when they convey 

the right meaning of your message. 

4. Speak enough but not necessarily all of your message, to give the Listener a 

chance to speak.

Rules for the Listener:

1. Focus on understanding the Speaker’s message. Don’t give any opinions or 

reactions until it is your turn to be the Speaker.

2. Use Active Listening—repeat the meaning of the Speaker’s message. Aim for 

both facts and feelings. Ask if it is correct.

3. Ask, “Is there more?”

4. Ask when appropriate, “What is most important in what you said?”

5. Ask when the main point is made, “What would you like to do (or me or us to 

do) about this?”
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“Marriage is our 
last, best chance  

to grow up.”
Joseph Barth  
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Session 5: Sex, Health & Happiness
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Celebrating the palace of love I

Energizer! Activity

Do this individually or together.

Draw the beautiful vulva (sometimes called the vagina) with as much accuracy as 

you can. Be creative and label the parts.
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Celebrating the palace of love I

Energizer! Activity

Do this individually or together.

Draw the handsome penis with as much accuracy as you can. Be creative and label 

the parts.
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A RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS
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“The universe hands us a 
flawless diamond in the rough. 

Only when we are willing 
to polish off every part of 

ourselves that cannot join, do 
we end with a soul mate

Hugh & Gail Prather   
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Rev. Sun Myung Moon on Blessed Marriage

The true husband thinks that he was born, lives and will die for the sake of his 

spouse. The same is true for the true wife. The husband and wife of an ideal, happy 

and peaceful family carry the principle to live for the sake of their spouse.

What was the reason for us to get married? In order to go to heaven. Also, for the 

sake of humankind. Men should know that the women standing before them are the 

daughters of God and all humanity. A man is qualified to become a husband if he 

can love a woman as God loves her as a daughter and as humanity loves her, as a 

representative of all women. This is true for women, also. You should not think that 

a man is your husband. Before thinking of him as “my man,” you should think of him 

as God’s son and as a representative of all men.

Why do we marry? We marry to discipline ourselves to love the world and to qualify 

ourselves to love humankind.

When a true husband or true wife encounters difficulties, he or she does not weep 

and complain, “Because of that terrible spouse, I am ruined.” Instead, they weep 

repentant tears, saying, “Because I was lacking in devotion, I could not make my 

partner happy.” The husband and wife who live together in this manner are a true 

husband and a true wife.

We receive the Blessing for the sake of God and the world. To love the world, we 

are to love the one closest to us, who represents the world. A woman is to love her 

husband in place of her father, older brother and younger brother, and a man is to 

love his wife in place of his mother, older sister and younger sister. The husband and 

wife are bound to love and respect each other representing those four generations 

in the closest position, simultaneously giving love and respect to each other.
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You must believe that marriage is not for your sake but for your partner. No matter 

how ugly a person is, you should be determined to try to love him or her more than 

you love a beautiful person. This is the basic heavenly perspective on marriage. As 

a man, if you cannot love even one woman more than anyone else, you will not be 

able to love God or humanity.

You should serve your spouse as God, more than you serve anyone else in the 

nation or world.

True love means to love in complete oneness of body, heart and blood lineage. Who 

can love like that? Only husband and wife can. In this ideal, does life have any taste 

when one is apart from one’s spouse?

The husband’s mind and body shouldn’t change. Once he promises something, he 

must keep his promise forever. Otherwise he will be judged in the spirit world not 

by God but by his wife. The same applies to the wife. The perfect person is the one 

who accomplishes oneness of mind and body, oneness with God and oneness with 

their spouse.

Man is born to meet woman and woman is born to meet man. Man and woman 

together are born to combine with a higher level of love that is God’s love. Neither 

man nor woman can touch God’s highest love alone.

You should think that although there are many men and women in the world, there 

are only the two of you. You should devote yourself completely to this one woman, 

with the thought that she is devoted to you. This is the Principle. The union of man 

and woman is the union of heaven and earth.
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Rev. Sun Myung Moon on Lovemaking

Value of the love organs

Do you all know into which part of the body God invested His greatest creative  

effort? It is the sexual organ.

If human beings had not fallen, their reproductive organs would have been God’s  

Holy of Holies, where God would reside and where His love would dwell. Of all 

the  things God created, it is the most complex, the most stimulating, and the 

most  sensitive. It is the zone of contact through which a man and a woman can be 

fulfilled  in love.

All physiological senses are concentrated at the sexual organs. God exercised 

utmost  diligence in creating them. As such, they became the organs that connect 

history and  re-create life.

If man and women had not fallen, the reproductive organs would be the palace of  

love…. They are the palace of life. They are where life comes into being. They are the  

palace of lineage. From there new life is born and lineage is bequeathed. They are  

the source of our life, our lineage and our love.

When do the blood and flesh of a man and woman join in harmony? When they 

make  love. The place where they make love is the source of life. The lifeblood of a 

husband  and wife does not intermingle anywhere else. It is also the place where 

lineages are  connected, where lives attach and adhere to each other. It is where 

lineage begins  and love settles. And it is the only point where love engenders 

oneness.

Who is the owner of the female organ? Her husband. Who is the owner? The  

husband, not the woman herself. Then who is the owner of the man’s organ? The  

woman. God is truly amazing. He has interchanged owners to make it impossible for  

either to run away.
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Learn from the creation

You are the lords of creation, so you have to become kings who can teach all kinds 

of  lovemaking. Animals of different kinds have various styles of lovemaking… . 

Snakes  make love for 71 hours! From now on study how animals make love.

We must make the best use of the precious gift from God. It means for us to  

transform our conjugal sexual life into a work of art, we have to make our spouse 

feel  joy. If we want to make our spouse feel joy, we must learn how to make love 

through  observing nature. We must learn how tigers make love, how snakes make 

love, how  dogs make love… how flies make love and even research and learn how 

thunder and  lightning make love… Thus, for a week, you should try to make love in 

the style of  tigers, feeling passion greater than a tiger’s.

Learn from others 

We can learn conjugal lovemaking not only from nature but also from the  

experiences of other persons or other places. The important point is that we must  

use what we have learned for the sake of our spouse. Through these efforts of 

two  persons to become one, a husband and wife can acquire the highest state of 

love,  create the most excellent life, protect the true lineage and maintain the right  

conscience.

You should consult and ask women around you, How do you do it? If you want your  

husband to extend the time of lovemaking because you cannot feel a sexual climax  

yet, you should ask him to do foreplay much longer.
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Overcome shame and idea of the body as unclean

If you look with God’s eyes of true love, there will be nothing dirty. God created 

every part of the human body. Who else created them?

I do not feel any shame at speaking about this. It is natural. If you feel ashamed, it is 

a habit of the fallen world.

Have you ever kissed each other’s sexual organs? How do you like the taste? There 

is the most exquisite and infinitely endless taste. It is the taste we can never forget 

even after a thousand years.

Make noise

Love has value when a couple yearns for each other. A man who gives love feels 

good when his wife asks for love with her mouth speaking out and her eyes 

opening wide. You should know that if you remain silent and dull, love will turn back 

and fly away after coming to you.

When Blessed couples make love, if I have a speaker installed for each family 

so that the sound of lovemaking can echo to the outside world, everybody can 

understand how joyful their screaming like mad will become in lovemaking. And 

I would like to give a special award to the loudest sound-making couple among 

every one thousand couples or so.... You should make love in such a way with deep 

affection.

Kissing

When you kiss, God comes down there from Heaven.

When your husband kisses you, does he kiss your lip, teeth, or tongue? If her 

husband pulls out her tongue even a graceful woman says, Ah! and holds her 

husband more tightly.
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Invest time and energy

When you go to the spirit world and compete in the time that a husband and 

wife  made love on earth, the longer the total time, the greater the champion you 

will  become; it may be 40 days or several months in total. If a couple makes love 

for such  a long time, can they get divorced? No, they can’t. They will come to get 

along  without separating.

Satisfy women

Women are God’s final masterpiece. And women have more capacity to receive love  

than men.

Women are two to five times slower than men. Some women are more than 

five  times slower than men. Therefore, even though they have a conjugal sexual  

relationship, some women finish their lives without knowing the real taste of  

lovemaking (orgasm). That is a man’s fault. If the lovemaking is not satisfactory, 

its  negative vibrations will continue for the whole day or the whole month. Sexual  

satisfaction is absolutely necessary for a woman’s health.

A husband should do everything a wife asks for in regards to sex.

Become one  

The beauty of lovemaking that enables a husband and wife to become one 

is  something like all the cells of the whole body waking up and beginning to 

dance to  the same rhythm. All are endowed with such a capacity. Five senses 

will be unified at  the time of lovemaking. It is precious. If the husband’s and 

the wife’s sexual organs  are perfectly harmonious, the husband can never 

leave his wife.
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“A happy 
marriage is 

the union of 
two good 
forgivers.”

Ruth  Bell Graham   
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Hide & Seek: The Pursuer-Withdrawer Dance
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EXERCISE 

In what situations am I the Pursuer? (pushing for a decision or to talk about something 

or get something resolved. Not easily letting it go and repeatedly bringing it up.)

In what situations am I the Withdrawer? (frequently trying to avoid, deflect or escape the 

discussion or making the decision or resolving the situation. Pulling away from the other 

who is pushing.)

For the Pursuer:

How can I be more respectful? How can I be more selective and choose my battles? 

How can I make it easier for my Withdrawing spouse to be able to have that discussion 

or otherwise do the thing that I’m pushing for?
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For the Withdrawer:

How can I create the situation where I am most ready to talk about or otherwise do what 

my mate is pursuing me for? How can I take responsibility to create the situation that I am 

most comfortable in? How can I volunteer to talk about it or otherwise engage with what 

my spouse wants, so they don’t have to pursue me?

For both:

How might the Time Out strategy be useful for you both, especially the Withdrawer? is 

pushing.)
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recommended resources

The following are suggested materials to read and view as a follow-up from

this retreat. Additional suggestions are at BlessedMarriageProject.org/

resources-for-couples.

For “Stages of Marriage”:

• Sari Harrar & Rita DeMaria, Ph.D., The 7 Stages of Marriage: Laughter, 

Intimacy and Passion Today, Tomorrow, Forever (Pleasantville, NY: Reader’s 

Digest, 2007)

For “Key to a Healthy Marriage”:

• Howard J. Markman, Scott M. Stanley, Susan L. Blumberg, Fighting for Your 

Marriage: Positive Steps for Preventing Divorce and Preserving a Lasting 

Love, New and Revised (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass , 2000)

For “Improving Your Marriage Without Talking about It”:

• Susan Page, Why Talking Is Not Enough: 8 Loving Actions that Will 

Transform  Your Marriage (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2006) 

• Patricia Love, Ed.D., & Steven Stosny, Ph.D., How to Improve Your Marriage 

Without Talking about It: Finding Love Beyon d Words (New York: Broadway,  

2004)

• Mort Fertel, Marriage Fitness (Baltimore: MarriageMax, 2004)

• Michele Weiner Davis, The Divorce Remedy: The Proven 7-Step Program for 

Saving Y our Marriage (New York: Simon & Sh uster, 2002) 

For “Sex, Health & Happiness”:

• Yoshihiko Masuda, Ph.D., True Love, Sex, and Health as Guided by the Words  

of True P arents (Republic of Korea: CheongShim GST University Press, 

2009)
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For “Marriage Inspiration”:

• Greg Baer, Real Love: The Truth about Finding Unconditional Love and 

Fulfilling Relationships (New York: Gotham Books, 2004)

For “Friendship & Fun”:

• Fighting for Your Marriage (see details above)

For “Loving Smarter, Not Harder”:

• Gary D. Chapman, The 5 Love Languages: The Secret to Love that Lasts 

(Chicago: Northfield, 2015)

For “Talking about Touchy Topics”:

• Fighting for Your Marriage (see details above)

For Small Groups:

• Nicky and Sila Lee, The Marriage Book (Deerfield, IL: Alpha Books, 2009) or 

The Marriage Course Boxed Set: How to Build a Healthy Relationship, That 

Lasts a Lifetime (Deerfield, IL: Alpha Books, 2011)

• Susan Page, Why Talking Is Not Enough (see details above)

• Debby Gullery, Small Steps to Bigger Love: Practical Guidelines to 

Relationships as a Spiritual Practice (New York: Debby Gullery, 2015)

• Mort Fertel, Marriage Fitness (see details above)
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pornography challenge

Our culture is hostile to marriage, and probably the worst of many threats is 

internet pornography.

Digital porn is much more accessible and pervasive than the print version of 

yesteryear--it is available on every smartphone. And it is much more  extensive, 

perverse and addictive than anything seen before. In addition, it is  aggressive; it 

used to be hard to get, but now it is hard to avoid.

An informal, anonymous poll of New England congregations suggests that 

Unificationists are struggling with it like many Christians: Two out of three  men 

admit “some issue” with it and 20 percent report it is an “ongoing  struggle.” 

Almost all Blessing interviews of our young men reveal a porn  history, and many 

our young women admit viewing it as well. Most sadly, too  many Blessed marriages 

are ending among all age groups due to this  problem.

Our society has been gradually becoming so “pornified” over the decades  that 

many just accept it as normal. Singles who value purity can see it as a  harmless 

means to avoid actual sexual involvements. Married people can  welcome it as a 

way to get sexual needs met without having to deal with a  reluctant spouse. And 

all can value it as a drug- and alcohol-free stress  reliever. 

But science is confirming what scripture implies, that it is much more  damaging 

than it may seem. Regular use of pornography shifts attitudes,  affections and 

behavior in negative and unexpected ways. Users absorb  distorted ideas about 

sex and love, and manhood and womanhood, which  pose obstacles to creating 

a satisfying marriage. Internet porn is called a  “superstimulus” since it creates an 

artificially boosted arousal that hijacks,  deceives and eventually wears out the 

pleasure and reward system of the experiencing an epidemic of incapability to 

maintain arousal with an actual partner. More commonly, porn users find that they 

are addicted and cannot stop
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The spouse of a user often feels betrayed, as in an affair, and inadequate, hopelessly 

competing with endless digital “lovers.” They may be pressured to view porn, too, 

or to imitate porn actors in their marital bed. They may not know who to turn to for 

help since they are embarrassed, and afraid that they or their spouse will be judged.

If you think porn could be a problem for you, your marriage or your family, visit highnoon.org, a 

website created for Blessed Family members by the Blessed Marriage Project. Sign up for the weekly 

blog to get informed about this issue. Join the appropriate forum. Take advantage of the many 

resources there to educate and support you.

In addition, if you are a porn user, look into getting a Sexual Integrity Mentor or 

joining a recovery program.

Whether you are a user or the spouse of a user, take a risk and reach out to 

connect with others. It is rare that anyone can overcome this by themselves. And 

be assured—you are far from alone in this. There are many Blessed Family members 

and couples around you wrestling with this issue who would be relieved to talk 

about this with someone.

For more information, visit highnoon.org and bfm.familyfed.org.
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Dealing with abuse

The family is the school of true love. Yet love in the family can be also be terribly 

misused to provoke deep fear and insecurity within spouses or children. Marriage, 

family or religious commitments are not a license for anyone to physically, sexually, 

mentally or spiritually abuse someone.

Has your spouse ever:

• Hit, kicked, shoved, strangled or 

hurt you in any physical way?

• Screamed at you, put you down, 

threatened, ridiculed or criticized  

you repeatedly?

• Been constantly or violently 

jealous?

• Punched the wall, broken things 

or hurt pets in anger?

• Blamed you for all their problems?

• Used or threatened to use a  

gun, knife or other weapon 

against you?

• Told you no one will believe you?

• Kept you from seeing your friends  

or family?

• Coerced or forced you to 

participate in sexual acts?

• Kept your paycheck from you or 

restricted access to your money?

• Relentlessly called, texted, 

e-mailed or used other forms of 

technology to harass you?

• Followed or stalked you? 

People who are abused often blame themselves, think no one will believe their story 

or think their situation is hopeless with no way out. If you have experienced these 

things, or are being hurt or abused in any way, it is not your fault.
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Local organizations are available to help you find strategies to keep safe. You are

not alone. Please contact the following for more information, options, resources

and referrals:

• 24/7 National Domestic Violence Hotline at 1-800-799-SAFE (7233)

If you concerned for a friend, loved one, colleague or family member, please

contact these organizations to get advice as to the best way to approach your

loved one to let them know there is help.
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“True love doesn’t  
happen by accident. It’s  

deliberate, it’s intentional,  
it’s purposeful, and in the  

end... it’s worth it.”  
Darlene Schacht  
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Loving Action experiments  

Energizer! Activity

These are ideas I will try to help improve my marriage:
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“Unity is the 
measure of your 

love and the 
source of your joy 

in marriage.”
Sun Myung Moon   


